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JKLVenice <jklvenice@jackylavin.com> 
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Sep 8, 2020 4:58 PM

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

I am a long-time Venice resident and homeowner in the Lost Canals District. I am urging PLUM to deny this 
project.

This project will have an extremely negative impact on the adjacent community, particularly the community of 
Oakwood.

This is the wrong project for Venice and this particular location.

I find it incomprehensible that The West LA Planning Commission heard the case with a bare quorum of 
Commissioners.
This important meeting should have been postponed until more than three commissioners were available.

This is one of the most complex and consequential cases to come before this commission. It’s the largest 
mixed-
use project in Venice. It will set precedents for decades to come. Yet the Commission 
chose to hear it with only three Commissioners, requiring all to vote yes for the appeal to 
pass. One of the Commissioners was clear that her mind was already made up. One of the 
Commissioners raised good questions but was badgered by the President until she backed 
down.

They allowed multiple negative impacts to the Oakwood neighborhood and dismissed its 
residents’ concerns.

They allowed conversion of an application for an Apartment Hotel to an application for a 
Hotel without any new hearings, and the conversion was slipped in the day before the 
Commission hearing.

They said that four dwelling units in a 78-room hotel legally made this a mixed-use 
project under the Venice Land Use Plan.

They ignored CEQA alternatives that would have preserved the three historic residences.

They allowed demolition of the three historic residences.

They said that hotels were considered a residential land use, despite legal citations 
showing they are classified as a commercial land use.

They used this false classification to bolster their false claim that this was a mixed-use 
project under the Venice Land Use Plan.

They allowed consolidation of eight lots for a single project, in violation of the Venice 
Land Use Plan.

They allowed replacement of three freestanding residences by three apartment units built 
into hotel buildings, in violation of the state Mello Act.

They ignored the section of the EIR’s traffic study that required additional parking 
offsite.

They allowed a liquor store right across the street from an elementary school.
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They allowed a three-story hotel with roof deck right across the street from a residential 
neighborhood.

They created a situation that will have delivery trucks loading and unloading from the 
middle of Abbot Kinney Blvd, blocking sight lines and making it unsafe for pedestrians 
and school children.

Thank you,

Jacky Lavin 
448 Rialto Avenue 
Venice CA 90291
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Wood, William <wwood2005@lawnet.ucla.edu> 
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Sep 9, 2020 12:15 AM

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee

I write to express my opposition to the proposed luxury hotel project across the street from the 
Westminster Elementary School on Abbott Kinney Boulevard in Venice, and to ask that you deny the 
project. I am a 17-year resident of Venice and board member of the East Venice Neighborhood 
Association.

Venice does not need more luxury development. Venice needs affordable housing (and eating and 
shopping options), which continues to disappear because of projects like the proposed hotel—which has 
no, and would contribute to the loss of, affordable housing. The disappearance of affordable housing has 
been taking place alongside the displacement of Venice's diverse, historical community, including in and 
from Oakwood, a neighborhood established by the people who built Venice some hundred years ago.

The proposed project would negatively impact Venice as a whole, but especially the Oakwood 
neighborhood and its residents, whose concerns the developers and some city officials have ignored. 
Those concerns include the proposed high street wall that would separate the project from the adjacent 
Oakwood neighborhood, as well as traffic and parking overflow in Oakwood and the Lost Canals 
neighborhood. In addition to issues regarding affordable housing (and the loss and lack thereof), traffic, 
and parking, there are multiple procedural irregularities regarding the proposed project's approval and 
questions about the proposed allowed consolidation of multiple lots for a single project, replacement of 
residences with apartment/hotel units, and compliance with the Venice Land Use Plan, the Mello Act, and 
CEQA.

Venice does not need another project like this. Venice needs projects that provide and increase affordable 
housing, are compatible with neighborhood character, and preserve, promote, and try to make up for 
some of the ongoing losses of the historic character, uniqueness, and diversity—racially, culturally, 
economically, and otherwise—of the community.

Respectfully, 
William Wood
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